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In this essay I will argue that Husserl’s methodological transition to genetic phenomenology is an important development with ramifications for his ethical theory. We shall see how the transition to genetic phenomenology paves the way for thinking about plurality in community without the elimination of ethical foundations, or the elimination of the importance of inherited convictions. In order to achieve this understanding we shall first examine Husserl’s ethics paying close attention to the differences between his early ethical theories and his later ethical theories. I will show how the early ethical theories are clearly informed by the static phenomenological method and how the later ethical theories are made possible by the supplementation of static phenomenology with the genetic phenomenological method. This allows for the claim that the genetic method makes possible a much more rich and nuanced way of understanding the ethical individual and his or her relationship to a historical as well as concurrent community.

Ethics

Husserl’s early ethics, primarily explicated in lectures from 1908 through 1914, are characterized by his concern with a scientific grounding for ethics, and include an exploration into the question of a categorical imperative. Like his preoccupations in the broader spectrum of his thought, his ethical investigations too are concerned with overcoming relativism and skepticism.

He first attempts to establish a phenomenological axiology founded upon an analogy with the early structure of reason he provided in other works. The structure that he describes as formal logic is applied then to a formal axiology. Like formal logic, a formal axiology would provide a universal structure for ethical judgments. It would establish principles that are abstracted from the content of ethical judgments and legislate for consistency in ethical practice and ethical judgments. Just as thought requires a distinction between reason and acts, which the laws of logic can provide, valuing requires a distinction between reason and acts, which only laws of axiology and formal laws of practical action can provide.

The analogy with formal logic functions on different levels. Like logic, there are the formal laws to which value judgments must conform in order for us to claim consistency in our beliefs or actions. These formal laws make clear that if something ought to be done, then if one desires the good, but fails to do that thing, one is irrational. In logic one does not evaluate an argument on form alone. We must also consider whether the premises, in other words, the content, are true claims. Likewise, in ethics, the goodness of an action cannot be determined on form alone. The formal axiology must take into account the truth or falsity of those consistent claims. This requires reference to the material content of an ethical claim.

Determination of the material content of an ethical claim is recognized as being circumstantial. Husserl’s effort to maintain the formality of his approach while still accounting for circumstance leads him to the thought of Franz Brentano.

Following Brentano, Husserl formulates a categorical imperative as “Do the best that is attainable” (“Tue das Beste unter dem Erreichbaren”). This formulation of the imperative allows for multiple possibilities in any given situation which must be consid-
erred on the basis of what can actually be achieved in practical terms. For, if the best in any situation is not achievable, then how good can it practically be? The idea is to choose the best that is practically achievable, thereby improving the possibility for success in performing the willed action. A lesser achievement is better than a best failure. On this premise, the best that is attainable in any situation is the appropriate object of willing. Its implementation would be an ethical action. In this approach the good action depends upon a process of weighing alternatives to determine which has the highest value while being most feasible within the practical domain created by each situation. Husserl explains that “if we think for ourselves of the totality of the existing realizable options for the willing subject objectively determined, then according to the law of value there emerges absorption of the lesser value by the higher value that there is a good that has objectively absolute primacy, indeed that has a singular absolute practical value.” This notion of absorption allows us to determine which action has the highest value, for that which absorbs all other actions and is not itself absorbed is the action of the highest practical value. One good emerges from the spectrum of achievable goods as that which has the highest value. It takes on, then, the absolute practical value because of its higher value within what is achievable. In other words, of the options that are achievable, some have a higher rank than others in terms of their value. Of those, the one with the highest rank is the one with absolute practical value. Husserl’s ordering of material values is thus based upon the principle that he calls the “law of absorption.” By this he means that we determine a material good which we identify as the highest and all other goods are hierarchically ordered according to their contribution to the “umbrella” good. This ordering of material values is based upon the formal axiological principle of doing the best that is attainable.

Husserl is careful in these early writings to lay out this hierarchy of values. He places spiritual values on a higher plane than sensual values, because spiritual values are in a position of being able to absorb sensual values. Spiritual values include things within the realms of art, science, and rational love. If two spiritual values are the same in value, we turn to the sensible values which are absorbed by the spiritual values. Husserl suggests that “the values which we designate as ‘sensible’ are null beside values of the ‘spiritual’ level, the ‘higher’ values, insofar as they are not prerequisite values for these [the higher values]. . . . If we have two ‘alike’ spiritual values, then the connectedness with the sensible values still gives an estimate of importance. Only in regard to this choice would the sensible be absorbed by the higher.”

Obviously, there can be various goods that might be in conflict and we would have no way of determining which good ought to outweigh any other good without applying Husserl’s formal principle of the categorical imperative. Formal axiology provides a structure through which one could determine the a priori goods, which may be somehow internal to each material good.

An experience of something can be merely a cognitive experience. One can perceive something, remember it, make a simple judgment about it, but often an experience is not only a cognitive experience of what something is, but is also an experience of that thing as affecting us emotionally. In the latter case, the value of the thing is given through emotions or feelings towards the thing. Emotions or feelings function in a truth of disclosure, disclosing the value of the thing. Such emotions or feelings are founded upon the more purely cognitive experiences. In order to have a feeling about a thing, we must first recognize the thing as object of experience without it being either good or bad, either desirable or not. This helps us to understand that the value of the thing is objective in the sense that it is
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founded upon the objective and intersubjective activity of experiencing the thing as thing apart from its practical value.

Let us take, for example, the moment of preparing to venture outside on a cold day. As I look through the closet to determine what coat to wear, I am confronted with multiple possibilities. I desire the coat to be a warm coat. Several of the coats fit that description to greater or lesser degrees. The windbreaker is not as warm as the denim jacket, and the denim jacket is not as warm as the long winter dress coat, but the long winter dress coat is not as warm as the down parka. My valuation of these coats as being warm or not depends both upon my experience of them as coats, but then also upon my desire for certain characteristics of the coat to keep me warm. Clearly, the value judgment of the coat as a good coat is not separated from the experience of it as a coat, but it is a logically distinct moment of the experience. We can also understand that even if the feelings are involved here, that does not reduce the moment to a subjective or purely immanent moment since there are objective reasons for thinking that one coat is better than another. My identification of the down parka as the best coat to wear today indicates the goodness of the parka. It is good both in the sense that it is desired, but also in the sense that it is understood that it will meet the requirements of the desire.  

This example still is dependent upon my desire for a warm coat which is not perhaps as clearly objective as one would want when dealing with ethical issues. Husserl recognizes the need for still further objectivity or universality in that he wants to identify goods that will be understood by all to be goods regardless of desires. He attempts, then, to identify a priori goods. These a priori goods would provide the content for the formal axiology that has already been explained. By material a priori Husserl means the necessary conditions for an object to be of the type that it is. In other words, the material a priori determines the essence of the type of the thing in question. We identify the material a priori through a process of eidetic variation. The role of the material a priori is to eliminate certain possibilities of variation. In so doing, we are able to establish objective value. Without the material a priori such objective value would be impossible, for we would be unable to identify any possibility as being outside of the realm of acceptability for any thing. In other words, the material a priori allows us to determine limits of variation of possibilities when we are considering the best that is attainable. The best attainable becomes something that is viewed circumstantially, but not something that is open to absolutely any possible circumstance or any possible action since only some of those possibilities are compatible with the material a priori and some of those that are compatible are better than others.

This working out of the implications of the categorical imperative was later considered to be insufficient by Husserl because it suggests that the imperative assumes a position of neutrality from outside the realm of value. On this interpretation, any ethical individual in a given situation would be expected to do exactly the same thing, given the limits of what is practically achievable. Such an account leaves no room for what Husserl will later come to identify as an individual's particular responsibility in a particular realm of love. The later Husserl is able to see that the universal categorical imperative would lead to a self-alienation since every individual is subject to the categorical imperative regardless of what his or her personal project might be. Husserl's concern is that we would be required to choose to achieve the best that is objectively attainable based on external valuations without any will involved. Although Husserl, following Brentano, claims that feelings have a role in determining the good in a particular situation, his reworking of the imperative restricts the role of individual feelings by placing the
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subject in an unrealistically neutral position. These are themes that Husserl attempts to accommodate in his later ethical writings.

For our purposes it should now be clear that Husserl’s analysis of the categorical imperative and his development of an ethics based on that notion, was coherently achieved within the static phenomenological method. However, an approach that takes account only of the best attainable does not accommodate any individual’s development as an ethical subject. It deals with ethical decision making in a purely formal, structural way. Although Husserl does not give up this formalism, he does alter it in such a way as to take on an individualistic formal structure which accommodates the development of the subject, its inheritance of values from other generations, and its absolute self-responsibility in renewal and critique of those values within community. This much more nuanced approach to ethics cannot be explained or explored using the static phenomenological method. It requires genetic phenomenology.

With the introduction of the genetic phenomenological method, Husserl’s focus shifts. His effort is to make subjectivity more clear, but also he wants to be able to take account of the world as historical. His focus in the early ethics, as we have seen, is on establishing the objective value of an action, even though that objective value is established circumstantially. When we approach ethics through the genetic method, we instead focus on the development of the ego and the thrust of the ethics shifts to the character of the ego, the ego’s personal projects which guide it in the determination of an ought, or a truth of the will, and the process of renewal and critique where the ethical role of philosophy makes itself most deeply felt. Self-responsibility can only seriously be addressed within the context of the inheritance of convictions and the sedimentation of experiences. The genetic method allows Husserl to consider how the ego establishes an ethical character because it allows him to investigate the development of habitualities, the sedimentation of sense, and passive association. In this way, then, he is also able to take account of the establishment for the ego of certain cultural traditions. The analysis of passive association attempts to explain how those traditions come to be taken up by the ego and offers a position from which Husserl can argue for the radical importance of the process of renewal and critique and for the ethical role of philosophy.

Husserl’s later ethical theory arises in response to the ethical crisis of the post-war world, and exhibits his increasing distance from Brentano and increasing influence of Fichte. Convinced that the role of ethics is not to define the Good as applicable to each individual case, he concerns himself with the development and characteristics of the ethical individual, the ethical attitude. In an effort to outline a more general ethical attitude as opposed to an imperative that applies objectively to each particular situation, Husserl begins to engage such notions as the “absolute ought” and “ethical love.” These themes are developed in conjunction with the ideas of renewal and critique he presents in the Kaizo articles of 1923/24. This preoccupation with the development of the ethical individual and with the process of renewal and critique incorporates a new involvement with the questions of the human subject as an inheritor of tradition as well as one whose convictions and desires can be subject to change. His consideration does not stop with the individual human subject, however. He includes the community of subjects in his description of the ethical life that culminates in the personality of a higher order. The community of self-responsible individuals is vital for the process of renewal and critique, which can bring new life to a world in chaos.

The absolute ought is a value that Husserl describes in one of his unpublished manuscripts as “rooted in the ego itself and which has arisen from love (as absolute love).” The personal ought is absolute to the extent that it is only in adhering to this ought that I
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am who I am." It commands me to choose the best possible life, "from now on in all its acts and with its total content of mental processes, that it is my best possible life, my best possible, that means, the best possible that I can live. . . . That ought is a correlate of the will, and indeed of a rational will. The ought is the truth of the will." The best possible life for Husserl is one that admits of no regrets. The personal identity one acquires through this is the result of establishing lasting convictions. Each position that an ego freely takes in any practical situation contributes to the habitual sedimentation of convictions. Without the sedimentation of such position-taking, there is no habituation, and without habituation, there is no development of convictions. Obviously, without sedimented habitual convictions, there is no concrete identity of an ego. The ego would be fragmented, dissipated.

Husserl has not given up the formalism of his earlier ethics in that he never dismantles his adherence to a categorical imperative of doing the best that is attainable. However, this categorical imperative takes for its material content that which is determined through an absolute ought which is, of course, different for each individual. Each individual must do the best attainable in accordance with his or her absolute ought. Otherwise, the identity of the individual would be threatened. This is how the categorical imperative becomes placed within the realm of the life-world. The categorical imperative loses its influence as a universal that applies identically to all. Rather, it takes on the character of applying to each individual in preservation of that individual in his or her individuality. This becomes vitally important when we recognize the role the absolute ought plays in determining values. The absolute ought places a burden upon the individual that requires that he or she make certain decisions not universally upheld as being the best attainable in a situation.

We might wonder how we are to determine what our own absolute ought is and how our ethical decisions develop into habits and convictions in conjunction with an absolute ought. Husserl speaks of this in terms of being called to a vocation. We feel a personal love for a particular realm of value. For instance, the vocation of academic philosophy may be a love for the realm of value of teaching or philosophical inquiry. Other vocations have other realms of value such as the doctor whose realm of value is health or easing the pain and suffering of others. It is only when we choose our vocation in compliance with that love for a realm of value that we are following our professional duty and claiming an authentic life. It is that love for a realm of value that gives life an encompassing, rational goal. In developing our habits and convictions in line with this goal, we are realizing a true self. This is our personal telos." Husserl does connect this notion of the telos with his earlier notion of the categorical imperative, but he complicates the issue by suggesting that the imperative is determined because of the personal telos, because of the personal realm of value and not strictly based upon what is practically the best attainable. He also complicates the matter by addressing the relationship between the individual ought and the ought of a community. The categorical imperative cannot stand on its own as a universal without consideration of the cultural and communal influences.

We do not gain an understanding of our true self in isolation. Our personal telos can be and is influenced by others. What we identify as a realm of value is not arbitrary, but involves inherited traditions which connect us with other generations and other individuals. Ethical norms, then, are not absolutely universal and timeless, nor are they absolutely subjective or historical. They are rather, binding values that arise from the human community at different levels, but which bind community as what it is. They are "related to individuals, to groups, and to
the universe of humanity: thus should each person in general behave, especially each soldier, each priest, etc. In other words behavior is in some part dictated by the realm of value that one adopts, either for example, being soldierly or being priestly. To be a soldier entails certain values and behaviors and the same holds true for any realm of value that one takes up.

Each individual needs to be true to herself or himself and yet, as members of the same community, we are called to the preservation of the communal self, the personality of a higher-order. The personality of a higher-order is the ‘subject’ of the community loosely analogous to the individual subject. It is difficult, however, to determine to what extent it is analogous. For Husserl at times seems to suggest that there is a very strict analogy between the individual and the higher-order personality, but at other times is careful to avoid such a strict analogy. He describes the personality of the higher-order as being comprised of a many-headed connected subject. It is “a personal, so to speak many-headed and still united subjectivity.” The various parts of this many-headed subjectivity are “interwoven with one another through complex ‘social acts’ (I-you acts, commands, appointments, activities associated with love, etc.) that spiritually unite persons with each other.”

The true self of the community is taken up into the true self of the individual. This happens due to the passing along of tradition. The ego, through passive association, is socialized and thereby takes up the identity of the community into its own identity. The identity of the ego involves all kinds of communal identities, e.g., being Jewish, being a university professor, being American. These carry with them certain identities that become part of the ego’s own identity because the personal ethical will cannot be accomplished in isolation from the community. The community has a telos that is more than just the summation of the ends for the individuals who comprise the community. The ideal self of the community is based on striving for the “common good” of each member of the community as well as for the whole of the community. This does not mean that the individuality of each is absorbed into the community. Rather, the absolute ought is preserved for each individual in terms of his or her responsibility to the other and the responsibility of the other for him or her. It is only through this mutuality that a common life and common good can be established at all.

Of course, communities can be of all sorts, family, colleagues, fellow-citizens, but in many cases Husserl seems to see this higher-order we as that community with which we share the lifeworld. This means, however, that the community contains within it that which is alien. We obviously cannot think that the lifeworld is one community with one set of convictions and one set of traditions, but the lifeworld contains each individual’s convictions and traditions, as well as those of the higher-order, those which are defined by the universal ethical love that is the telos of any community. Husserl recognizes that each experience of another culture, a community which is entirely alien to one’s own, is still one that could be defined by its own absolute ought.

We are not, however, locked into the belief systems, or value systems that we have inherited from previous generations or within a particular realm of value. Husserl attributes to the human the capacity for renewal and critique. Renewal is the ethical attitude that we must have not only as individuals, but as communities. This process of renewal is a process that involves critique of the traditions and convictions we have inherited, as well as of those which are personally developed. It is only through this critical process that we are able to appropriately take those inherited convictions up as our own. We renew them as convictions for our own selves and our own community. In renewing, we examine what has been passively handed down to us and we make it a part of our ac-
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tive, free position-taking. We are capable of this precisely because we have autonomous reason and are self-determining. The project involves the intersubjective community because it connects us to those from whom we receive tradition, as well as those with whom we share tradition and those to whom we will pass along tradition. In our everyday attitude we do not always take up traditions or even our own previous convictions in a critical way. The process of critique is one that Husserl deems necessary for the process of renewal and is one that belongs to us as humans. The ethical life is the life of critique and renewal and not the everyday naive acceptance of traditions that we inherit or convictions that we ourselves have formulated. The capacity for critique includes self-critique. The renewal that results from critique allows us to have new beginnings that are critically supported on both the individual and communal level. The solid foundations of renewed and new convictions allow us to hope for a life with no regrets. This process of renewal and critique manifests itself most clearly for Husserl as the aim of the philosophical life, the life of “freely determining humanity in its autonomous reason.” Just as in the realm of epistemology, the ethical life is characterized as an infinite task.

With the differences between Husserl’s early and later ethics here underlined, we move now to an investigation of the differences in method that make these variations in the ethical positions possible. In general, we shall see that the static method is very formal and is limited due to that formality. It does not take into consideration the development of the ego, the ego’s relationship to other generations, or the historical development of the ego or the world. In other words, the static method is limited in a manner of speaking to a slice out of time whereas the genetic method is able to see the subject as embedded in a historical world as well as being itself historical. But these overviews must be elaborated upon more thoroughly, thus we turn to a discussion of methodology.

**Static and Genetic Phenomenology**

The static phenomenological method is a descriptive analysis of how something is given or experienced. It includes an analysis of the structures of experience including formal and material essences. Through its engagement with the themes of noesis and noema, intentionality, modes of fulfillment, and evidence, it deals with objects as correlates of consciousness and with the consciousness to which those objects are primordially given. Genetic phenomenology, while never a rejection of static phenomenological method, builds upon that method by taking up pre-predicative dimensions of experience and uncovering layers of experience implicit in the constituted object of static analysis. Genetic phenomenology picks up where static phenomenology ends and deepens the description of an experience. Where static phenomenology deals with an object as completed and provides a formal analysis of consciousness as a synthesis of acts and a formal synthesis of time that describes a purely formal ego, genetic phenomenology takes up the temporality of consciousness and the constitutional process in a much more complex manner thereby engaging notions of affect, pre-predicative levels of constitution, and an ego with content.

In its approach to an experience such as looking at a house, the static phenomenological method addresses the experience as directed to an object meant. It may focus on the features of the object meant such as shape, color, or even texture. The aspects of the thing are linked to a spatial structure of extension. Having analyzed the experience in terms of its way of givenness, the static method also can point to the types of consciousness through which the meant object attains its unity. Any object of experience is given through various profiles. The house,
for instance, is always given from a particular perspective, whether it is imagined, or perceived, but through a process of reduction, we get to that which is not given through a perspective. This is the realm of absolute subjectivity. It is the only thing given to us without profiles. It is given apodictically. It is also that to which the world is relative in the sense that the world can only have meaning for a consciousness. Consciousness is a condition for the possibility of the appearing of the objectivity of the world.

The sphere of immanence with which Husserl is concerned is the sphere of the cogitatio-cogitatum, the "primal cognition." It is a sphere where cognition and its object are not artificially separated into an inside and outside. Rather, the relatedness to an objective correlate is given essentially in the cogitation. To examine the essence of consciousness itself, Husserl institutes eidetic inquiry. The purpose of this purely eidetic inquiry is to give us an objectivity of essences as absolutely given. This is the "field of assertions about essences, viz., of what is generally the case as given in pure 'seeing.' That is to say at first undifferentiated from the individually given universal objects." The individually given universal objects of which Husserl here speaks are those that are a priori. We have moved then from the level of pure reflection to the level of a priori cognition. The a priori for Husserl is the eidos. The eidetic inquiry likewise, is concerned with the ideal possibilities rather than actualities. At this level the self-givenness with which we are confronted is the horizon of possibilities of the ego's actual experience. The horizon is "the correlate of the components of undeterminateness" essentially attached to experiences of physical things themselves "which is open to possibilities of fulfillment" and is "predetermined with respect to their essential type." Each mental process involves being directed toward something which is a particular of the formal universal "anything whatever." Such formal a priori universals make the experience of any actuality possible.

At this level where nothing is taken for granted, Husserl begins the process of investigating what is constituted by consciousness and how distinctions can be made between the things that are constituted. This explanation becomes highly formal, taking on a matter-form schema. The schema divides experience into two different kinds, those of sensations (hyle), and those of intentional processes (noeses). These are seen as the matter and form, which are both involved in the process of intentionality. The hyle is the "sensuous stuff" that is given to us in perception. This "sensuousness in a narrower sense designates the phenomenological residuum of what is conveyed by the 'senses' in normal perception of the external" (Id. I, 173/204). The activity which "forms the stuff into intensive mental processes" is what Husserl describes as noesis. One is intentionally directed to something in a certain manner. The "object" of one's intensive direction is the noema which directly corresponds to that intensive process (the noesis). Husserl has set up this matter-form schema in order to explain how our consciousness can be consciousness of anything transcendent to itself.

The analysis of noesis investigates the various types of acts, which give meaning to the hyle, be they recollections, valuings, judgings, perceivings, likings, etc. The noema is the correlative object of a noetic act of intention belonging to the phenomenological realm. As such, the noema is the object known but considered precisely in its mode of givenness. In other words, it "is to be taken precisely as it inhere in 'immanently' in the mental process of perceiving, of judging, of liking; and so forth; that is, just as it is offered to us when we inquire purely into this mental process itself" (Id. I, 182/214). The noema is understood to be objective in that the noematic sense is possessed by the object itself. Moreover, the noema is the same for different activities of
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intentionality, e.g., whether the object is perceived or imagined. The noema is the object of different ways of appearing. It is the perceived object in one case, and the imagined object in another case. The noema itself includes both of these ways of appearing. But there is a core of the noema around which these different ways of appearing are gathered. That core is the object simpliciter which is at one time perceived, at another imagined.

Static phenomenology is recognizable by two particular characteristics: its focus is on immanent experience, and unchanging objects are the locus for investigation into those immanent experiences. The unchanging objects involved need not be concrete, empirical objects—ideal objects can be static objects as well. The objects of such static phenomenology are directly correlated to particular modes of consciousness. They are stable, constituted unities. Static phenomenology investigates the succession of immanent, intentional experiences that relate to the givenness of such objects. Through reductions to the sphere of pure immanence, Husserl has achieved a position of absolute givenness as the source of all meaning. This formal structure is not concerned with the contents of acts of consciousness as much as it is concerned with the apparatus by which sense appears.

The limitations of static phenomenology can be seen precisely in its formal approach to experience. In explaining meanings of experience through the structure of sense data animated by intentionality, Husserl limits himself to those already completed objects without giving us a way to think about how meaning comes to be within that structure. He treats the meaning as already somehow there within the structure. The meaning lacks an origin, or at least the method limits our ability to ask about the origin of the meaning. This method lacks the understanding of process that arises with Husserl's later thinking. Instead its focus is on the formal structure of the matter-form schema, which cannot entirely explain the origins of objects and meanings or how their sense arises out of earlier senses.

The sensory data that is given to us in experience is not what allows us to distinguish between the things we experience. There must be a more fundamental way in which we are able to gather the sensory data together to constitute objects of different intentional acts. We have to be able to explain more than simply the form of the object. We must be able to explain how the sense of the object has arisen from earlier experiences as well. Without an explanation of the origins of meaning and the origins of habits and convictions of the ego we are unable to provide an adequate explanation of the sense of the object itself. The sense we give to an object can invoke a different history purely due to the content of the constitutive act. The act as seen statically cannot account for the different histories of the contents of acts. Husserl's formal structure does not allow for the historical development of the noematic content. Robert Sokolowski provides an excellent example of this. "His analyses would find no difference in the predicates constituting the noema 'father' as realized in the consciousness of a person who is only ten years old, and the noema as constituted by the same person when he is sixty years old." Through the sedimentation of meanings the noema "father" must have an entirely different sense for the person who is sixty years old than it had for the person when he was ten. But static phenomenology is unable to accommodate such differences. Husserl himself alludes to this in one of his manuscripts. "Psychologically and phenomenologically-genetically one may speak of producing; phenomenologically-statically one can only analyze the components of the appearance and the appearance itself according to its essence. Phenomenologically-statically we find, however, the essential difference between apprehension and logically connect-
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ing functions, logically manifold, forming functions." Those logically connecting functions are part of the formal structure of Husserl's static analysis, but do not allow us to talk of the production of objects, or production of meanings of objects.

In addition to adhering too closely to a purely formal structure, Husserl's static analysis neglects the importance of the temporal realm. Genetic constitution provides Husserl with the framework within which to offer an account of experience that will be able to adequately take temporality into consideration. Within his static method there is room for a kind of dynamism because the static approach investigates the temporal collection of evidence which involves the investigation into the history of consciousness. However, this dynamic view is not the same as the later genetic thought. It is tied to the formal nature of the static method because it is still an investigation into the history of a completed perception rather than a true genetic investigation into the dynamic development of pure ego or into a temporal ncema. The move to a dynamic investigation is preparatory for a true genetic analysis. We understand that the dynamic analysis that takes account of the collection of evidence in any experience of a thing is not a true genetic analysis, but that it is a motivating factor for Husserl's movement towards genetic phenomenology.

Certainly Husserl is aware of the temporal dimension even in static phenomenology as is evidenced by his lectures on internal time-consciousness from this early period. And yet, this formal conception of temporality does not deal properly with the stable object as genetic as much as it deals with the consciousness through which that object is given and is concerned with the temporality of that consciousness as a formal structure. Even this concern with the temporality of consciousness, however, does not adequately treat the historicity of the subject. Genetic investigation moves beyond a static investigation of the consciousness of given objects to the origins of objects and the origins of approaches to objects.

These difficulties with static phenomenology come glaringly into view when one begins to consider questions of ethics. A formal schema offers very little by way of explanation of the dynamism of nor the vacillations of ethical decision-making. Equally, the ethics that Husserl develops along with static phenomenology are understandably of a very formal, limited nature. The move to genetic phenomenology offers us one solution to the difficulties raised above. It opens a way to address the issues of ethics that is more nuanced and complete. It is important to note that Husserl does not abandon the static method of phenomenology, rather he supplements it with the deeper genetic method. With that in mind, we turn to an examination of genetic phenomenology.

The proper understanding of genetic phenomenology is achieved only when Husserl moves beyond the schematic approach of static phenomenology towards an approach which involves the genealogy of the pure ego as well as the genealogy of those objects of the ego's experience. The pure ego involves more than an empty form that is filled by successive experiences. It is an ego that has capabilities and convictions that have arisen over time from earlier experiences that have developed into habitualities. These habitualities allow for the world to be pregiven as a horizon of possible experiences which makes it possible for the ego to bring objects to givenness. The habitualities acquired by the I indicate the multiple layers of sense that constitute not only the pure ego but also the world the ego experiences. The process of genetic phenomenological inquiry is a peeling away of layers of meaning that belong to each experience.

Each time we experience an object, we predicate something of it, which remains a part of the experience each consecutive time we encounter that object. In experiencing an object, I do not approach it each time as if for the first time; I come to it with the prior expe-
periences still available to me. My initial experience constitutes a sense of the object that remains when I experience the object again and, in fact, makes the subsequent sense which I constitute possible. This becomes clear if we think about the example provided by Sokolowski. Each subsequent experience of “father” adds a new dimension to the sense of “father,” so that at age sixty, “father” means something more than it does to the child of age ten. There is, moreover, a reciprocal relationship between the motivation of the sense and the experience. The sense of the subsequent experience is motivated by the initial sense while at the same time being the result of the experience. Repetition of these encounters with the object result in a certain habitual relationship between the subject and its consistent experience of the object. This type of explanation would clearly not be possible under the rubric of static phenomenology because the subject is there conceived as a fully developed subject. In his later works Husserl is able to make room for the development of the subject, or what he calls ontogenetic development. Such an explanation entails the use of the concept of passive genesis as the level of pre-predicative constitution. In addition, it examines the sedimentations of the experiences of a subject into its habitualities and convictions.

In addition to investigating the historicality of subjects of experience, genetic analysis is concerned with the historicality of the objects of experience. Husserl maintains that the layering of senses has a telos, which is the infinitely sedimented meaning of the object. In order to specify the genealogy of these layers of sense, the phenomenologist must engage in a genetic phenomenological analysis. This process is a way of uncovering those sedimentations of meaning and their influence upon the present experience. In some cases this goal may be difficult to achieve. But in cases such as the above mentioned example of “father,” one can easily comprehend how the understanding of that noema that is maintained by the sixty-year-old involves his own role as a father, which was dependent upon his understanding of being a new father at age thirty, which was dependent upon his having had a father at age twenty, and may have been dependent upon his interaction with his friends’ fathers at age ten. In peeling away these various senses of “father” one can see how they contribute to the present experience. Husserl describes the process as a “constitutive” phenomenology of genesis that follows “the necessary history of this objectivation and thus the history of the object itself as an object of possible knowledge.” We trace the history of the object back to “the hyletic object” that is “the immanent as such,” which means that we have traced the object to its genesis “in originary time-consciousness.” The monad includes its own “histories of the constitution of the objects which are there for the monad.” This results in the recognition of “a sequence of levels of the monad, which correspond to the objective levels.”

By reason of the shift to genetic phenomenology we are no longer confronted with completed systems of constitution, but are drawn into a consideration of a history of the reciprocal relationships between noesis and the emergent noema. Genetic analysis is intended to uncover the temporal becoming and the temporal relationship of one experience to the next thereby revealing a temporal depth of any experience. This sort of temporal depth cannot be achieved through static analysis. Every noema contains within itself the history of its own past occurrences. It is the task of genetic phenomenology to provide a more complex explanation of each noema based upon a revealing of that history. The structural schematic approach of static phenomenology is obviously not sufficient for such an explanation. We can see how genetic phenomenology allows us to be concerned with the content of an experience in a
way that we could not be with the matter-
form schema of static phenomenology.

Finally, Formal and Transcendental Logic reveals with great clarity what Husserl intends to achieve through genetic phenomenology. The role of genetic analysis is to get at a more genuine understanding of the process of constitution. This involves for Husserl a criticism of his own earlier approach of static phenomenology, which he sees as having been too psychologistic since it encourages the view that objects are constructed within consciousness out of passively given data and without open horizons.76 “The Data-sensualism that is generally prevalent in psychology and epistemology and, for the most part, biases even those who verbally polemicize against it, or against what they mean by the term, consists in constructing the life of consciousness out of Data as, so to speak, finished objects.”77 The static phenomenological approach restricts the ability to account for the “evidences as functionings that constitute what exists, [which] bring about the performance whose result in the sphere of immanence is called an existing object” (FTL 253/286). The phenomena are not investigated in terms of the genetic conditions for their possibility. They are not investigated in terms of the deeper level of subjectivity, that of the flow of temporality. That process, which we described as the method of Ideas I, is finally seen by Husserl as the starting point for understanding the phenomenological method as a whole. The later method does not treat any object as the result of a process of impressing a form upon some given matter through noesis. Such a simple duality of matter and form is eliminated by the more sophisticated genetic method. Rather, the process of genetic analysis uncovers a prepredicative experience, which lends content to the matter-form schema and allows us to constitute an historical object. In uncovering the “deeper-lying genesis that already belongs to the ultimate ‘cores’ and points back to their origination from experiences,” we can make evident the logical principles of sense (FTL, 185/208). With this conception of genetic phenomenology Husserl is able to incorporate temporality into the explanation of the subject as well as the world that subject experiences.

This understanding of genesis suggests a radically new conception of the ego. The ego is formed in part by a passive acceptance of a cultural tradition communicated by preceding generations that becomes part of its sedimented relationships to the world. The process of discovering the origins of those sedimentations involves delving into a history broader than simply the subject itself. Since the sedimentation of meanings does not stop with the origin of a particular person, in the process of regressive inquiry, one has to inquire into constitutional achievements of prior generations whose sedimented meanings are passed on to subsequent generations. Thus the process involves an investigation into human history. Husserl was well aware of the immense difficulties of such a project. His Origin of Geometry is an effort to carry out such an investigation in one particular case, i.e., with respect to Galilean geometry. That effort entails investigations that “are historical in an unusual sense, namely, in virtue of a thematic direction that opens up depth-problems quite unknown to ordinary history, problems which, [however] in their own way, are undoubtedly historical problems.”78 The method of inquiry, however, is not one of straightforward inquiry into history. Husserl recognizes that it would be virtually impossible to identify the factual historical origin of geometry. Instead, he suggests that we can determine how geometry “had to appear, even though we know nothing of the first creators and are not even asking after them” (OG, 366/354). Through the regressive inquiry, we can reveal a tradition of human activity that contributes to the gradual and cumulative process of sense formation. This leads to “the deepest problems of meaning, problems of science and of the history of
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science in general, and indeed in the end to problems of a universal history in general" (OG, 365/353). Such an inquiry allows us to understand meaning as historically developed. Part of this process of uncovering that history is to attempt to reveal to ourselves the hidden meanings in our own experiences. The inquiry back into the genesis of meaning, in making us aware of those hidden meanings, helps to rid us of our prejudices and to offer a way to revitalize aspects of our own history that have been banalized by sedimentation or suppressed by certain dominant interpretations. This makes possible the agenda of renewal and critique that is so important to Husserl’s later ethics.

Conclusion

By looking first at Husserl’s early ethical theories, we can see more clearly the major contributions that his later ethics can make. Not only was Husserl able to provide an ethical theory that takes account of the feelings and emotions of individuals, but he was able to provide a theory that allows for the tolerance and appreciation of multiplicity within a community founded on a teleological notion of universal ethical love. Additionally, Husserl shows us that the process of laying bare the origins of social tradition and habits places us in the position to critique those traditions and habits and allows us to consider the renewal that might be necessary in our own society. Husserl has provided us a way to think about ethical convictions and an apparatus for critique, not of some rigid ethical structure, but of the living traditions and convictions we witness in our own and other communities. Unless one is able to talk of the origin of the ego, and its inherited traditions, one is not in a position to be able to critique those positions. The genetic approach to ethics gives us a way to think about the relationship of each individual to his or her community that preserves the plurality without doing away with an understanding of the community as an ethical whole. Each individual who participates in the higher-order we is itself a whole with a responsibility to the larger whole, but not a responsibility that requires of him or her any relinquishing of freedom. The encounter between one community and the other is, as we saw, one that is fundamental to the development of the higher-order ethical we. By allowing for the preservation of each individual absolute ought, Husserl has offered us a way to see the community as a unity of multiplicity.

The philosopher of the genetic phenomenological method has a unique relationship to his or her surrounding world. Equipped with the apparatus for investigating the many sedimented layers of meaning as they come down through generations we are offered an insight to meaning that the static formal method could not have provided. Because of its concentration on peeling away layers of meaning, the genetic method allows us to inquire back after the genesis of such notions as temporality, intersubjectivity, values, and community. Because of that insight, we are in the position of having something appropriate and meaningful to say about the Other, time, community, and ethics.

Throughout this study, we have repeatedly seen how the development of genetic phenomenology makes possible a way of thinking that static phenomenology lacks. It makes possible an understanding of the development of an ethical character through habitualities and sedimentation. It makes possible the discussion of renewal and critique as an ethical approach to a history that can be laid open through genetic investigation. It makes possible a way of thinking about ethical convictions and an apparatus for critique of the living tradition we witness in our communities.

Without the possibility of investigating such issues as instinct, habituality, the higher-order we, and the theme of vocation, Husserl would not have been able to develop his later thinking on ethics. In juxtaposing
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his early ethics with his later ethics, we see the importance of the genetic phenomenological method in providing the more nuanced and human approach to ethics that we find in his later work. Genetic phenomenology allows Husserl to provide an account of the inheritance of tradition while maintaining the necessary independence of an ethical subject capable of renewal and critique. The vocation of the individual sets up for him or her an absolute ought. The absolute ought is not something that can be determined in isolation from the community, but is of necessity something that ties the individual to the community. For the sense of vocation can only be determined within the community. Thus, the absolute ought is one that cannot exclude the absolute ought of the Other. The true self of the community is intimately connected to the true self of the individual. This results in what we describe as universal ethical love. This is a love that the ego freely gives. Again, this theme could not have been established without: genetic phenomenology, which allows us to understand a truth of the will as fundamental to the ego's freely chosen projects. Additionally, we understand that the conception of the telos of the individual and the telos of the community requires the genetic phenomenological characteristic of inquiring back. We must inquire about the sedimentation of the teleological beginning in order to lay bare the origins of social tradition and habits and in order to renew that telos in our own community. But we must not do this in an uncritical way. Renewal and critique are the requirements of every self-responsible individual. Such a reaction to the role of the individual can only be supported by genetic phenomenology.

ENDNOTES


5. John Drummond explains it thus, "regardless of the differences which might exist between different material conceptions of the good, our moral activity aims at the ends mandated by the categorical imperative: rational (consistent), free (actively achieved rather than passively received), insightful (true) thinking and willing. This good presents itself as one which is instantiated in all other goods but which is nevertheless consistent with the insightful identification of different, true material goods." "The 'spiritual' World: The Per-
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7. See manuscripts F I 24, 75a, and B I 21, 61a from the early 1920s. For further references to Nachlass texts, see Melle’s editor’s introduction to Hua XXVIII, pp. xlvi–xlviii.
8. See Melle’s helpful analysis of Fichte’s influence in “Ethics.”
12. F I 28, p. 199b. All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated. I would like to thank Professor Dr. R. Bernet, director of the Husserl Archives, Leuven, Belgium, for permission to cite from unpublished manuscripts. Manuscripts are designated by the official cataloging system of the Husserl Archives. Although in this quotation Husserl stresses the rational will, he does not believe that convictions are always purely rational. In other words, the absolute ought sets up a duty that would not necessarily rationally be determined by all to be the highest good. Instead, it is determined according to one’s realm of love, one’s own absolute ought.
13. Hua XXVII, p. 118.
14. “Auf einzelne, auf Gruppen und auf die Allheit der Menschen bezogen sein: So soll überhaupt jeder sich verhalten, speziell jeder Soldat, jeder Priester, etc.” (Hua XXVII, p. 59).
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wird er Vater, Bürger etc., als Mensch erwacht er von neuem im Bewußtsein seiner 'wahren Bestimmung', der individuellen Normidee seiner selbst.


